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Moving beyond fan typologies:
The impact of social integration on team loyalty in football.

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to develop detailed insight into loyalty among football
fans of Hibernian FC, moving beyond typologies to a more socially grounded approach.
Issues explored included patterns of consumption, distinctions between fan groups and
antecedents of loyalty. The origins and development of the club are evaluated and consumer
fanaticism, football fan loyalty, consumption behaviour and the sociological impact of fan
communities are discussed. Data is collected using a variety of methods, including participant
observation, in-depth interviews and analysis of websites and fan forums. Key findings relate
to the impact of family and community influences on loyalty, initial experiences of
developing associations with the club, through to the impact of socialisation and the lived
experience of being a supporter. A supporter matrix is constructed as an portrayal of the
loyalty found at the club. A range of theoretical implications are considered, and the matrix
promoted as a tool for understanding loyalty in clubs with similar social structures and
community connections.
The originality of the paper lies in its ability to move beyond dichotomous and tiered
approaches to understanding, as well as making contributions to theory by embedding the
research socially.

Key words: loyalty, football, consumption, fanaticism, case study

Introduction:
The main research objective of this paper centres on reaching an improved understanding of
football loyalty by assessing the impact of social integration, rather than just focusing on the
application of existing fan typologies to explain the relationship. This leads to the related
objective of improving understanding of how fans exhibit various patterns of football
consumption. In order to achieve this, the antecedents of this contemporary loyalty must be
understood, together with the sociological influence of community. This is achieved through
case study analysis of a Scottish football club and the relationship with its supporters. In
order to assess the impact of social integration on team loyalty in football, this paper is
structured as follows. A case study analysis of Hibernian Football Club, currently in the
Scottish Premier League is developed. Its origins as a club founded as the result of the social
needs of the local immigrant Irish community are discussed. An assessment of the
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supporter/club relationship is then developed, with attention paid to research on consumer
fanaticism, sports and football fan loyalty and their consumption behaviours. The social
aspect of the relationship between club and supporters is assessed using the concept of fan
communities, while religiosity and sacred consumption explain how devoted consumers
develop in-depth relationships with their place of worship. In order to conceptualise how fans
with differing levels of involvement interact with the club, an evaluation of fan typologies is
carried out. The researchers use a fan community spectrum as the research instrument in
measuring supporters’ level of loyalty. By triangulating a variety of data sources, an
understanding of the influences on loyalty is reached, including those which are socially
constructed.

An adjusted framework termed the supporter matrix is then used as a more appropriate
mechanism for understanding the loyalty associated with the club. Although the research is
specific to one club, the findings have implications for other clubs with a strong sense of
community. Sport in general has progressed to a point where it is now managed and
marketed, rather than administered (Shilbury et al. 2003) and where understanding its
consumers leads to enhanced loyalty and club profitability (Ferrand and Pages 1996; Beech
and Chadwick 2007). All seater stadia in the higher level leagues in England, Scotland and
elsewhere have also impacted on how fans consume and interact with one another (King
1997). Sports consumers can be segmented demographically, culturally and socially and the
lifetime value of a highly loyal fan is likely to be much greater than that of an occasional
supporter (Tapp and Clowes 2002). A spectator may only have a brief memory of the event
after the experience but fans continue to hold interest to such an extent that it becomes part of
their everyday consumption practices (Pooley 1978). Sports marketers endeavour to shape the
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relationship between club and fan but the social shaping of loyalty empowers the fan to exert
increasing influence on the relationship.

Origins and development of the club:
The relationship between Scottish football and its supporters has been described as an
obsession which impacts on local, national and global identity (Mason 1989). Football
develops sporting prowess and conveys social, cultural and political identities (Burdsey and
Chappell 2001). To understand the relationship between the club, its supporters and the wider
community, its origins and development are considered. In the nineteenth century large
numbers of Irish economic immigrants moved to Scotland, shaping the cultural and ethnic
identity of their Scottish born descendants (Bradley 1998). This identity is partly expressed
through football support. Scottish football club development was influenced by the
indigenous Scots and the migrant Irish communities, leading to expressions of social identity.
Together with Celtic FC, Hibernian FC has a long connection with Irish heritage (Kelly
2007). In order to deal with religious, moral and social issues, the Edinburgh Hibernians were
formed in 1875 (Mackay 1986; Lugton 1995). This gave the Catholic community, and in
particular the Church’s Catholic Young Men’s Society, a focus as well as a healthy pastime.
In the club’s early years, Hibernian FC players had to be practicing Catholics. This religious
impact has lessened, although there is still evidence of particular allegiances begin expressed
by supporters, depending on the opposition team. The Hibernian Historical Trust
(www.hibshistoricaltrust.org.uk) was established by the club and its supporters to promote,
preserve and protect the club heritage. The popularity of Hibernian FC at local community
level and beyond can be clearly seen (Wright 2010; MacVannan 2011). In the current
Scottish League format, twelve teams compete at the top level, although no team outside of
the Old Firm (Rangers and Celtic) have won the contest. The poor financial state of many
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Scottish football clubs has affected their development (Morrow 2004; 2006). This compares
with the bigger picture where the total European football market in 2009/2010 was £13
billion, despite the economic downturn (Deloitte 2009), growing to £13.7billion in
2010/2011. In 2010/2011, Scottish club turnover was £171million. The revenue generated by
Hibernian FC fell eight per cent from £7.7m to £7.1m in 2010.

In order to understand the impact of social integration, the literature review adopts the
following structure. Firstly consumer fanaticism in general is evaluated, before focusing on
sports fan loyalty. Different forms of loyalty in football are then evaluated, from flaneurs to
fan resistance and the role of cultural capital. Fan communities, love of place or topophilia
and other community influences are then discussed. Finally, a range of existing frameworks
are assessed which identify different fan types shaped by loyalty and other social influences.

Consumer Fanaticism:
Social integration is shaped by consumption as a type of social action where people make use
of consumption objects in different ways (Holt 1995). There is a growing body of empirical
work on fans as consumers, although there is still a need for further work to clarify the effects
of social integration on fan loyalty and the fan consumption process. This research can build
on earlier contributions such as Holt (1995) and Richardson and Turley (2006) in
highlighting the importance of group dynamics on this process. Fans as consumers coproduce through their consumption practices, exhibited in a variety of ways by different fan
groups. They enhance their experience through elevated levels of involvement, even though
they might not necessarily recognise this (Decrop and Debraix 2010). Reasons for consuming
include the desire to seek out the experience and obtain and manipulate object meanings
through ritualisation behaviours. With consumption as play, fans engage in order to share
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their experiences through communing with others. With consuming as experience, shared
experiences among a group of loyal fans can be enjoyed. The emotion associated with
fanaticism is shaped by fan behaviour ranging from obsessive, compulsive dysfunctional
activities to less excessive displays. A fan is an individual with a lasting connection with a
particular subject, while fanaticism is the level of intensity concerned (Thorne and Bruner
2006). Fandom involves a subculture of a group of like minded people with common
interests. Fans exhibit higher level internal involvement than non fans and are prepared to
alter their lifestyles to accommodate their fanaticism (Redden and Steiner 2000; Thorne and
Bruner 2006). External involvement activities such as searching for team statistics, reading
about team performance and actual match attendance are also key indicators of fan behaviour.
Fans express a desire for social integration with like minded people and often acquire
memorabilia such as match programmes and fanzines.

Loyalty of football consumers:
The terms ‘fan’ and ‘supporter’ tend to be used interchangeably, with little attention paid to
identifying any differences (Crawford 2003). Researchers have categorised the level of
interest or attachment of sports fans with their club and the sport. Fans, above all other
stakeholders in a club’s network, play a leading role in creating value, achieved through their
ability to influence its social aspects (Zagnoli and Radicchi 2010).. The connection between
fans and their team has been termed allegiance (Funk and James 2006), commitment
(Mahoney et al. 2000), loyalty (Tapp 2004) and pride (Decrop and Derbaix, 2010).

Conceptualisation of football consumption already exists but understanding the impact of
social integration on moving between loyalty categories needs to be extended (Tapp 2004;
Taylor 2004). Football is now consumed in a variety of ways beyond traditional match
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attendance where fans may not be any less loyal, even though they do not physically attend a
game. Motivation shapes match attendance, club allegiance, and the development of loyalty
(Funk and Brunn 2007; McDonald et al. 2010). Physical attendance and viewing the game on
television or via the internet are all forms of sports consumption and measures of behavioural
loyalty (Wann et al. 2001; Bauer et al. 2008). Since loyalty involves an attitude behaviour
relationship, this enables the investigation of antecedents that either strengthen or loosen the
connection (Dick and Basu 1994). Factors which shape fan attendance relate to their desire
for experiential benefits such as group affiliation, camaraderie, entertainment and self esteem
enhancement (James and Ross 2004; Pritchard et al. 2009). These then raise the level of
involvement surrounding the activity (Funk et al. 2004). Attendance can evoke similar
feelings to those at a political rally or a religious gathering (Pritchard and Funk 2010).
The flaneur, fan resistance and cultural capital:
Commodification is the process by which an object or social practice acquires an exchange
value or market-centred meaning (Giulianotti 2002). Sports consumers make choices in order
to obtain the best return for their investment in time and money. The conventional argument
is that if the club fails to deliver the expected benefits of support, the customer will look
elsewhere for satisfaction (Critcher 1979). Traditional fans, however, view themselves as
members of the club and are unlikely to transfer their allegiance. Giulianotti’s taxonomy of
football spectator identities includes supporters, followers, fans and flaneurs (Giulianotti
1999; Walsh and Giulianotti 2001). Each category can be evaluated against hot-cool and
traditional-consumer binary opposites. Traditional spectators exhibit longer term, local
connections while consumer fans are more market oriented. The hot-cool dimension relates to
earlier research on mass media communication (McLuhan 1964; Baudrillard 1990). Casual,
unattached spectators have been viewed as flaneurs, strollers or unreconstructed, cool
consumers who have no specific association with a particular club but who desire to be seen
7

at important events. They exhibit little evidence of social integration. Being a flaneur refers to
a complete philosophical way of living, thinking and observing (Benjamin 1999). The growth
of the wealthy football flaneur has impacted on the ability of the true, but financially poorer,
supporter to follow the team through match attendance (Giulianotti 2002). The original
working class masculine supporter is gradually being replaced by so called “genuine” middle
class spectators with a claimed interest in family football, spectacle and skill (Taylor 1971;
Dunning 1986).

Continuing this sociological perspective, King (1997) evaluates the Lads as a particular form
of male football supporter. The masculine nature of pride expressed by the Lads relates to
their perceived elevated status within the supporter community and involves competition for
honour among other men (Tolson 1997). They share a self created sense of euphoric
solidarity, expressed through songs and an unconditional love of the team. Research has
adopted a hegemonic perspective on fan consumption; for example, the Birmingham School
examined the role of ritual as a form of resistance (Hall and Jefferson 1976; Willis 1977;
Fiske 1992). Analogies are made with Durkheim’s (1964) study of clans coming together to
worship their totem, with the Lads displaying similar euphoria for their team (Giulianotti
1994). Richardson and Turley (2006) investigate resistance, subculture and the desire for
distinction amongst football supporters, using subcultural capital to explain how supporters
assert their perceived superior status within the wider fan base. Cultural capital is the
necessary knowledge needed to consume, appreciate and understand taste (Holt 1998), as
well as how, rather than what, we consume (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). The core inner level
of support is a particular form of consumer resistance as fans react to outside interference
from other club managers, fans and the media (Ritson and Dobscha 1999). Sets of fans within
brand communities develop their own versions of cultural capital in order to make claims of
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superiority over other fan groups. Community specific expressions of this capital are also
evident. The institutions associated with football help shape the assembly of these fans and
their related subcultures as they actively distance themselves from the mainstream.
Differences in economic and cultural capital create the sense of community within fan
subculture, helped by a heightened level of communication and integration within it.
Subcultural capital can be contextualised against the high levels of accessibility of mass
culture, or the mainstream. Membership of the subculture is driven by a sense of exclusivity
(Thornton 2002).

Fan communities, topophilia and other related influences:
For some, the club becomes an extension of the self in shaping identity while, for others, the
level of engagement is not so important. Fan culture has been viewed as an imagined
dynamic community as part of everyday life (Nash 2000; Crawford 2004). The wider social
role of football should also be considered as part of everyday consumption experiences
(Stone 2007), in addition to the collective emotional and practical behaviour of spectators
such as shouting at the match officials, talking with those seated next to each other and
watching the game (Giulianotti 2005). These interactions are termed Wechselwirkung by the
sociologist Georg Simmel.
Group processes play a pivotal role in football consumption (Derbaix et al. 2002). Consumers
make choices based on the social opportunities the brand offers and the value it creates
(Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). Attraction to football occasions can be measured by adopting a
socialisation perspective involving experiencing an event, acquiring knowledge, socialising
and sharing the knowledge and experience with others in the community (Pons et al. 2006). A
fan community is a form of social network containing interacting individuals in a town, city
or wider domain (Bale 2000). In addition to national and global contexts, community at an
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urban level refers to where the club is located, who and what it represents and is usually
named after it. It also relates to the smaller scale community in which it is sited i.e. the
individuals and businesses in close proximity to the stadium.
The love of place, or topophilia, relates to the impact of football stadia on generating
heightened psychological benefits for the community (Tuan 1974). Individuals form an
emotional attachment to a place where feelings and bonds occur in a similar way to that
between people (Gonzalez 2005). A football team is an icon and representation of the local
area (Van Houtum and Van Dam 2002), while football helps shape and communicate local
identity within the space (Bale 1988). The stadium is the home ground which needs to be
defended by supporters in their imagined community against the opposition. Involvement in
football facilitates a sense of integration, community and belonging which might be missing
elsewhere in an individual’s life.
Although the focus of this paper is on the community of supporters attached to a specific
club, the notion of the fansumer (fan as consumer), often as part of a much larger fan nation
with a physically distant supporter base, has some relevance (Gruneau and Whitson 1993;
Euchner 1993; Foster and Hyatt 2008). Fansumers utilise social processes in order to form
attachments with the club and other fansumers. However, the levels of commitment of the
fansumer and flaneur are not as high as others in a club’s imagined community (Euchner
1993; Giulianotti 2002). Further empirical work is needed to confirm this in case it represents
a form of rhetoric deployed by some fans to further assert their sense of distinction over
others.

The development of community attachments to a particular club is facilitated through social
processes (Melnick 1993; Carbaugh 1996). A key factor underpinning the fan base is the
sense of belonging, where the tribus as a form of neo-tribe concerns how individuals collect
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together and self organise because of their particular lifestyle (Crawford 2004). It contains a
certain ‘warmth’ which is not available elsewhere. There are potential differences between
neotribal fan communities and traditional fan subcultures. Often the subcultural fan
references the consumer practices of those fans who may have more recently migrated
towards the tribal spaces around clubs to assert their distinction. Fan affiliation can also be
understood using the lifestyle enclave as a type of social gathering concentrated around
patterns of consumption (Bella et al. 1996). This has parallels with a brand community, or a
structured set of social relationships among admirers of a brand (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001).
Overlaps include shared consciousness, rituals, myths, values, vocabulary, hierarchy and
traditions (Cova 1997; Bagozzi 2000; Cova and Pace 2006). Brand communities and brand
tribes have been used to evaluate the relationship between consumers and brands (Muniz and
O’Guinn 2001; Arnould et al. 2002). Also, on-line brand communities are a form of
consumer empowerment and communal consumption where groups construct a sub-culture
surrounding a particular brand. Football fans utilise on-line fan forums, other websites and
fanzines to develop their communities (Gruen et al. 2005).

The support displayed by core fans can be likened to the religiosity amongst certain
consumers within a brand community (Muniz and Schau 2005). Drawing on their study of an
apparently abandoned brand community, religious motifs can be identified in football
supporter narratives. These narratives within brand communities can affect future behaviour.
The football club as a brand fuels this religiosity which is shaped by both tangible and
intangible consumption forces. Modernity, market capitalism and the brand also influence
religiosity (Marchand 1985; Lasch 1991). In those communities which become, or seek to be
marginalised, there is a sense of the underdog. Becoming further marginalised drives the
demand for this particular subculture. Consumption as religiosity has been viewed as a
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sacred, rather than profane or ordinary, everyday form of consumption practice and
experience which then shapes loyalty within public cathedrals (Belk et al. 1989). Football
fans may undergo a ‘conversion experience’ as they develop loyalty through displays of
reverence and worship of their team and its manager. The work of Durkheim and Eliade
(Stirrat 1984) uncovers aspects particularly relevant to the fan including sacrifice,
commitment, ritual, ecstasy, flow and communitas. This last factor is the social antistructure
which enables individuals to move way from their everyday roles so that they can take part in
collective transcendent behaviour. Sacred consumption occurs in specific places and times;
for example around match day. The tangibilisation of the consumption includes the wearing
of football shirts, waving flags and displaying other emblems. Match day experiences and the
songs sung or chanted are examples of its intangible aspects.

The virtual fan community is an extension of the fan community based around the club,
stadium, local area and the wider environment (Kozinets 1999). Here, football supporters can
also communicate with each other through their e-tribes (Rheingold 1993). Fans as virtual
consumers also exhibit sacred consumption as they gather together in collective worship and
commentary of their team.

Fan typologies:
Not all fans are necessarily motivated by the same factors, although the preceding discussion
has highlighted the importance of social integration for some. However, existing fan
typologies largely fail to address this. Typologies and other classification systems identify
common characteristics or traits. The dualistic typology compares and contrasts one
behavioural form with an opposing one (Ferrand and Pages 1996; Clarke 1978; Boyle and
Haynes 2000; Nash 2000; Quick 2000; Lewis 2001). This is a starting point in understanding
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team affiliation (Stewart et al. 2003) but there is also a need to evaluate the meanings which
fans attach to their sport experiences in order to understand the role of social integration and
other contributing factors (Bristow and Sebastian 2001).

With tiered models, fans are grouped and ranked according to their emotional or financial
commitment (Clowes and Tapp 1999; Thorne and Bruner 2006). The inclusion of the
emotional dimension contributes to explaining how and why social integration occurs
(Berkman et al. 2000). In identifying five fan types, Hunt et al. (1999) believe that team
performance is not the sole indicator of fan behaviour and that a fan can be a fan of the sport,
the team, the league or a particular player. Although Hunt et al. (1999) focused on American
sport, the approach does offer a reasonable foundation in suggesting that fans might follow a
sequential path in their displays of loyalty. The Psychological Continuum Model (PCM)
shows the different levels of a fan’s relationship with a team (Kolbe and James 2000; Funk
and James 2001). Evaluating the transition from attachment to loyalty is largely perceptual,
concerning strengthening psychological attitudes and knowledge. Tiered models enable
greater understanding of football consumption through their more detailed insight into the
fan/team relationship but they are unable to easily differentiate difference within each level or
to explain why fans might move between levels.
Multidimensional typologies include a range of complex social and psychological dimensions
which impact on fan behaviour and help explain the need for social integration (Holt 1995;
Mahoney et al. 2000). They account for the motives of consumption, as well as the meaning
and loyalty contained in the relationship, including the amount of emotional attachment and
attendance frequency (Wann and Branscombe 1993). This approach is more rounded since it
includes geodemographic and psychographic dimensions, as well as a consideration of the
benefits sought in the relationship. Allegiance with a team can be likened to a career, where
13

people can occupy similar positions, yet display different characteristics (Crawford 2003). At
the height of a career, the devoted and professional fan show natural understanding or
knowledge.
The literature review has shown that football fans demonstrate their affinity with a club
through a number of mechanisms. Existing fan typologies are a starting point in
understanding their levels of loyalty but cultural, social, motivational and consumption based
influences are also relevant. So the central research questions resulting from the analysis of
the literature and understanding of the sector can now be presented: As set out earlier in the
paper, the main research objective focuses on reaching an improved understanding of football
loyalty by assessing the impact of social integration, rather than just focusing on the
application of existing fan typologies to explain the relationship. In order to assess this
further, these additional research questions are addressed: What are the key motivating factors
relating to the loyalty of the fans of Hibernian F.C. which move them from being attracted to
being attached? How can we reach an understanding of the mechanisms behind fan
movement, in any direction, within any presented continuum or matrix? Is fan loyalty
constructed differently across fan typologies? These central issues are addressed in the
presentation, discussion and analysis of the research findings.
Methodology:
The research adopted a case study approach. A case study is an empirical inquiry that
investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real life context, especially
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin 2009). It
is particularly useful in new and under-developed areas (Eisenhardt 1989), where current
perspectives bring little new understanding and where existing theory is deemed inadequate
or not relevant. Case study methodology permits several levels of analysis to be carried out.
The data was triangulated in order to confirm the reliability of the findings (Denzin 1979) and
14

assessed using thematic analysis (Taylor and Bogdan 1984; Boyatzis 1998). Approaches
included secondary data analysis, in-depth interviews, participant observation and
netnography (Kozinets 1999; Bryman 2008). Two researchers were involved, one with prior
interest in the club and the other with no connection who carried out cross checking of the
findings. Therefore the issue of distance was addressed and the making of the familiar strange
was dealt with (Lofland and Lofland 1984). As qualitative research was mainly carried out, it
is acknowledged that subjectivity impacted on the research process. Participant observation
and in-depth, ethnographic interviewing are different and yet related, since the data collected
from the former is often derived from informal interviewing in the field. The participant
observation element utilised here begins to resemble an ethnographic study but the shorter
time period involved resulted in it contributing to the case study approach. Ethnographic
studies can be as short as a week but can last up to several years (Sands 2002). Ethnography
is widely used to study group consumption (Holt 1995; Decrop and Debraix 2010).

Participant observation involved attending matches and becoming immersed in the match day
experience. Ten games were attended over a four month period (6 home and 4 away). The
process started with a general observation of the fan base but then narrowed with time spent
with more specific fan groups. This enabled the researcher to become more accustomed to
different match day rituals, meet with more contacts and to provide heightened context. The
time spent collecting the data also contributed to the quality of information gathered. By also
consulting online fan forums, this made it possible to monitor fan interaction. Adoption of
this netnography approach resulted in higher level research question relevance (Kozinets
2001). The online forum was constantly monitored for relevant events, while also serving as a
way of further immersion with the fan base. An interview was held with the Commercial and
Communications Director of the club in order to reach an initial understanding of the
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relationship between the club and its fan base, and for background information. The
information was cross checked for validity. A purposive sampling approach was appropriate
in identifying interview respondents since the fans come from broad geographical and
economic strata (Decrop and Debraix 2010). Sample construction was assisted by building up
a network of informal contacts through attendance at games and interacting on an online fan
forum, following King’s (1997) study where observing fans in context and interviewing them
added perspective and enhanced the scope of results. A strategy used in purposive sampling
is the search for critical cases where individuals make a point dramatically (Paton 1980). It
was important to find fans who exhibited different levels and forms of support. Consequently
one of the researchers contacted leading organisations connected with the club’s supporters in
order to help locate these different fan types. The male dominance in the sample (13:3) is
reflective of the actual support, with some being season ticket holders and/or members of
supporter clubs. Supporter age ranged from twenty to mid sixties. Open ended questions
posed to the fans were piloted and sixteen face to face interviews with supporters were
completed, with all interviews being recorded and transcribed (Kent 2006). Research initially
focused on assessing the fan segments in the supporter base and identifying their
distinguishing characteristics. Evidence of a sequential pattern of support was also sought, as
well as the main antecedents of loyalty and pride.

The Fan Community Spectrum:
Respondents were asked to indicate their level of loyalty on the Fan Community Spectrum
constructed by the authors and drawn from the existing research on fan typologies and other
indicators of behaviour as discussed in the literature review, together with a pre-existing
understanding of the existing club/supporter relationship. (Figure 1). The spectrum adopts the
following classifications. Situational fans feel that football and the club are not a big priority
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in life, with match attendance depending on time, money and location. They may attend
specific games such as cup finals and European matches. The temporary and local fan
categories were combined to construct this category. Kids are new young fans whose support
is developing and who still lack understanding of the history and traditions of the club.
Devoted fans display loyalty towards the club, characterised by regular attendance at games
and wearing club colours. This fan most likely owns a season ticket and goes to home and
some away matches. The 12th Man is very vocal in support of the club and use of songs is
particularly evident. They have characteristics of the devoted fan but, through their display of
team colours and banners, aim to motivate the team. Professional fans have greatest impact
by showing increasing support for the club outside match day, even sacrificing time and
money to contribute towards the running of different organisations within the fan community.
Fans are less attached to the team, while supporters display high levels of devotion.
Figure 1 about here
In previous research, the terms fan and supporter were often used interchangeably, so an aim
of this research was to evaluate any distinctions between them during match day and in other
settings and contexts. The patterns and strength of relationships between fans were
investigated in order to help understand the factors enabling progression from one
classification to the next. Respondents were asked to plot their past, present and potential
future positions on the Spectrum and comment on the categories with which they identified.
A further technique used was to investigate defining moments which had increased an
individual’s attachment to a club (Funk and James 2001). The research also investigated fans’
accounts of the impact of social processes and experiences, notions of self and internal
motivations on their behaviour, the impact of family and friends and any wider network
influences.
Findings:
17

In providing background context, the Commercial and Communications Director explained
that the club’s brand is built on a strong community platform. There are 9,000 season ticket
holders (male 70:30 female) and an average of 2,500 walk up fans per game. The club
operates a customer relationship management (CRM) system with details of 70,000
individuals held on its database. Sources such as the club website, the Scottish Premier league
official website, the BBC Football website, fan forums, match day programmes, current
Scottish football news in the media, Morrow (2003) and the knowledge acquired by one of
the researchers as a long term supporter of the club were also used to provide background
information for research. Although the club acts as a focal point for the community, this
could be improved. Relationships with the media and communications with fans could also
be enhanced. There are also problems with the quality of Scottish football generally which
leads to uncertainty about club specific income generation. The format of the Scottish league
system may be redeveloped and each club will have a role to play in this reorganisation.
Potential threats include the growing impact of football on television, the internet and mobile
phones which affect actual match attendance. The uncompetitive nature of the league through
dominance by the same teams each season results in an uneven spread of income.

Emergence of alternative typology:
Understanding loyalty requires depth investigation of the psychological processes involved
(Mahoney et al 2000). Loyal supporters have been shown to evolve through experiences and
socialisation. Demographic measurements such as attendance simply cannot measure this to
any meaningful extent. It was found that support for the club was a process of attachment to
the team and to others through social integration. Therefore respondents could not be placed
on a single linear spectrum alone. They struggled to assign themselves to the categories
suggested in Figure 1, with a sense that these groups being too narrowly defined. Some
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argued there was little difference between the Devoted and 12th Man groups. Furthermore,
although some fans highlighted constraints in their personal lives which prevented them from
attending matches, they still remained devoted to their team. This required a distinction to be
made between traditional and non traditional forms of support. A supporter could stop
attending for a short period, yet take out a subscription to the club’s television channel.
Therefore, a more flexible framework was required to illustrate this. Beginning with early
influences through family, many distinctions were made which led to the identification of
four groups: Casual Followers, Fans, Social Devotees and Committed Supporters. So,
comparison of the findings with the initial fan community supporter spectrum (Figure 1)
resulted in an adjustment and subsequent construction of the Supporter Matrix (Figure 2)
which accounts for the four fan groups associated with Hibernian FC.

Development of the Supporter Matrix :
The categories identified in the research are presented in the supporter matrix (Figure 2). It
should be noted that divisions within the matrix are not mutually exclusive and that
individuals can move within it and even exist on the borders e.g. develop into fully fledged
fans or stay as, or revert to being followers. The comparison of our categorisations with
Giulianotti and others has identified any overlaps and distinctions are clear. The matrix
highlights the difference between a fan and supporter. Across the literature, the term ‘fan’ is
used in almost every source consulted. Therefore it would be impractical to carry out research
which does not acknowledge this term. By developing the matrix, it is hoped that future
research will pay more attention to this distinction. The x and y axis of attachment to team
and social integration are the main drivers of support. With respect to ‘attachment to the
team’ it should be recognised that the team evolves and changes each. In 2002 Hibs took
25,000 fans to a cup final when their average attendance was around 12,000 and in 2007 they
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had 30,000 fans in a cup final when their average attendance was again 10-12,000. In
2004/05 Hibs saw average attendances increase by 2000 when Tony Mowbray was manager
and they finished third in the league. This indicates that Hibs have fans who are not
committed to going every week but who will become attached to the team depending on
performance. Social Devotees are driven by fellow fans. A number stated that they would
cease attending matches, or give up their season ticket if their friends stopped going,
irrespective of how the team was doing. Here, social integration is a bigger driver for support
than attachment to the team. Also, professionalism suggests specialism and payment and
those interviewed disliked the term and disagreed with the concept. The research found that a
supporter is the pinnacle of support and each does their best to support the team in any way
they can. The matrix should also be viewed as dynamic so that any emerging categorisations
can be incorporated. Individuals can be plotted along the diagonal line. The two stars
representing specific individuals are located in different categories but the degree of
differentiation is subtle in terms of overall support and attachment to the club. One is more
driven through social experiences and consumption through non-traditional means and the
other is more driven by the team and its success.
Figure 2 about here
The spectrum was originally formulated from an understanding of prior research and then
used as the initial research instrument. The move away from the spectrum to the matrix can
be explained by feedback received from respondents on the usefulness of the spectrum and
rethinking by the researchers on how to conceptualise a more appropriate understanding of
the club/fan relationship. Figure 3 details the characterstics of the four components of the
matrix, reflecting the findings of the research. It also builds on and contrasts with previous
work in the area in developing a detailed understanding of support, loyalty and social
integration at a particular football club. An examination of the characteristics indicates that it
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is possible for social devotees to acquire over time the attributes of other members of the
matrix, and so on, suggesting a forward progression. It is also possible for the more loyal fan
to display lower levels of affinity if the individual has experienced changes in personal
circumstances; for example a committed supporter may have to relocate because of a change
in employment.
Figure 3 about here
Qualitative fan interviews:
The qualitative fan interview data relate not only to individual, subjective, phenomenological
experiences but also contribute to wider social implications where groups of fans who share
similar experiences then go on to form social groupings (Stirrat 1984; Donnelly and Young
1988; King 1997; Giulianotti 1999; Crawford

2003; Giulianotti 2005). The following

discussion of the findings centres on the four types of fans identified from the research.
Supporters attend matches regularly, display loyalty, have close relationships with each other
over time and actively become involved in forming supporter organisations. The Fanatic or
Fan has a more passive relationship with others associated with the team, and this
relationship is dependent on team performance. The Social Devotee is motivated by the social
experience and sense of belonging surrounding their support for the team. Followers do not
attend matches regularly and utilise electronic media and other sources to keep up to date
with team statistics.

Committed Supporters:
Immersion by one of the researchers within the central body of the club’s following revealed
relationships amongst more avid supporters to be very dense (Rowly 1997; Sparrowe et al.
2001). Being a supporter of the club was very much a lived experience, where the
relationship with the club and with each other resembles a close knit family:
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“Even if I am looking for a painter or mechanic, I would find ones who are Hibs
supporters, this might sound pedantic but I mean you feel friends never let you down
and I treat Hibs supporters as friends” (Frank).
Just before kick off, fans sung the unofficial club anthem while holding their scarves aloft.
This procedure is very much ceremonial (Derbaix and Decrop 2011). It is a vehicle of
communication amongst the support that they are present that day, representing the local
community and displaying the colours of the team. Supporters talked about the emotive
consequences of the ritual, distinguishing themselves from other fans (Fiske 1992; Cova and
Pace 2006):
“When [the club anthem] comes on, you know you’re a true supporter when the hairs
on the back of your neck stand up, other people who aren’t true supporters will never
understand how it feels”(Alex).
Knowledge of how to consume can set categories of fans apart (Dionsio et al. 2008). If
attending the match is a ceremony, then the Hibernian FC stadium is a place of worship
(Durkheim 1964; Belk et al. 1989). Supporters know all the nooks and crannies of the
ground, reflected in their habitual routines:
“We park in the same street, walk down the same road, buy our programme from the
same guy on Albion Road and always enter via turnstile 28, even if there’s a queue and
turnstile 27 is free, we wait and go in turnstile 28” (David).
Supporters also confirmed their closer connection with the team by calling players by their
first name. Shouts of encouragement to their leading goal scorer were also heard during
games. Keen supporters were closer to the club than other fans, confirming that supporters
may adopt mannerisms which reflect the group they belong to (Donnelly and Young 1988).
An additional way to distinguish supporters from fans is the long term approach they take,
where actions are taken with the club’s best interest at heart. Figure 1 terms these fans
Professional Supporters. Although professional suggests payment, those involved in
supporter organisations make no money. The supporter trust, for example, is a fan led
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initiative which relies on help from the club for use of space. A strong connection to the club
and relationship between fans enable better communication and increased support. As an
illustration, Tom stated his reasons for being curator of the trust:
Well I wasn’t good enough to be a player, or intelligent enough to be a director but I
want to support the club in the best way I can, I feel proud being part of such an
organisation.
Tom also explained he had written a book about the club’s famous forward line, despite this
being before his era. The motivation came from the fear of younger generations forgetting the
past, typical of the attitude of those supporters at the end of the scale. They were very keen to
lead and support the club, fellow supporters and fans in whatever way possible. In similar
vein, Matty began another fan led initiative aimed at persuading fans who used to go to
games to return once more. Supporters of this type held a long term view and were more
rational and understanding in their views, particularly when faced with adversity. Alex
admitted that, through supporters’ organisations and connections with other fans, he was
privy to more information which influenced his opinion. Supporter Frank echoed similar
sentiments:
I can remember hundreds of people we have sold and think why this time? I would
never be critical in the media about it, I would rather go direct to the chairman and tell
them I disagree. Yes I’m in a different position as I know these people and get in to see
them but I did start off as a normal supporter and I have had my volatile moments in
different places but the club always comes first and I would never do anything to
embarrass the club.
This category can be termed Committed Supporters. They go beyond all other categories of
fans through their regular attendance, loyalty and the formation of many supporters’
organisations. This group exhibit density through close relationships, unity through the bad
times and a long term approach, reflective of the living journey they endure with their team.
Committed supporters exhibit high levels of social integration in their ‘family’, shaped by
their long term focus, heightened communication levels, their sense of unity in representing
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the team and the community as a lived experience. As a result, they are the most committed
type of fan in that, once they reach this stage a virtuous circle effect applies. They become
involved in more forms of social integration than other types of fan, with continual social
affirmation of their identity, leading to even stronger social integration.
The fan:
The defining experience when fans knew they were going to become devoted to the club was
analysed (Funk and James 2001). For many this occurred when they went to watch the team
for the very first time:
“I remember my first game so vividly, being so young yet feeling such strong emotions
that day when … scored was really something. As soon as I got home I was at my dad
to take me back and buy me the strip so I could try and be like my heroes that day”
(Dave).
This form of support was very apparent amongst younger fans in particular. Before games,
large groups gathered around the tunnel area, waving autograph books and camera phones in
the direction of the players as they passed by. They embark on a quest for knowledge and
become fanatical about the team (Redden and Steiner 2000):
“When the teleprinter on the TV typed up [the result], I burst into tears. My dad had
told me this was the greatest team in the world and I believed everything he said, I
couldn’t understand it” (Thomas).
Another fan became devoted when as a 7 year old he watched the team lose a cup final:
“I could mention times when we beat Barcelona, but I think I was most devoted after
the …game, things were so bad that day. I thought I wanted to be a part of this”
(Frank).
All fans who identified a defining moment singled out a game which was memorable for
victory or defeat. It was clear that these fans firstly became attached to the club in the absence
of any social experiences. When talking about their first game, an array of strong emotions
were listed such as excitement (Brian), being overawed (Carrol), apprehension (Matty) and
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being overwhelmed (Ian) which made a lasting impression. These findings support Funk and
James (2001) where a connection crystallises through experiences which are heightened if the
fan has prior knowledge of the phenomenon. This evidence results in the identification of the
Fanatic or Fan. Through their lived experiences they are more active than Followers (Van
Mannen 1990; Reid et al. 2005). Fans have a more latent relationship with other supporters,
and their closer connection with the team was confirmed in an investigation of attendances.
When the team does well, fans are more inclined to attend. In 2007 the club had 30,000
supporters in the cup final, yet their average home attendance for the year was 14,448. Fans
have a certain level of interest but more spurious loyalty (Dick and Basu 1994; Mahoney et a.
2000; Bauer et al. 2008).
Club supporters talked of the feeling of pride, despite periods of poor performance by the
team (King 1997; Decropt and Derbaix 2010). The most pertinent example was when the city
rivals’ chairman attempted a takeover of the club. One supporter talked of the prevailing
unity against this move:
“The rally of the troops was unbelievable. There was a thousand people trying to get
into the … club that day, everyone wanted somewhere to go” (Jim).
Another supporter took a holiday from work and bought £2000 of shares to help save the
club, although as he puts it:
“The shares weren’t worth the paper they were written on, but at least [the rival club
chairman] didn’t get them” (Thomas).
Supporters are proud to be there for the club when they need it most. Tam, for example,
admitted to not being a regular attendee but having a level of devotion where he supported
the club, particularly during periods where it was threatened with relegation. The close
attachment felt by fans for their team is reflected in their moods mirroring the success or
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failure of their team (Cramer et al. 1986; Hirt et al. 1992). Their sense of social integration is
still in a state of development, with many in this category being young fans.
Social devotee:
Social integration requires the effort to include oneself in a particular social group (Pons et al.
(2006). As fans begin to gain more independence in their lives as they grow older, they utilise
their experiences and knowledge to form circles of friend which, if threatened, could affect
their support:
“This year we have been poor on the pitch, it’s been all about the social aspect to keep
us going, I like to go and see my mates, If this social side was to stop I could see my fan
ship threatened, my mates keep me going through the bad times”(Daryl).
“It’s more of a social thing going to the game, for example tomorrow we are at …., we
will get there early, have a meal, watch the game and then travel back and go out for a
few drinks with friends, that’s what makes the day” (Jim).
This is evident when walking to the ground on match day as a sea of coloured scarves
converges from the adjoining streets when supporters filter from their preferred bar to the
stadium. This behaviour lead to the identification of Social Devotees who place significant
importance upon the social experience through which they can channel their support for the
team (Fairley 2003). They have a yearning for social recognition (Crawford 2003) and may
set out on a quest for belonging. This group was found to have constraints which may limit
their attendance occasionally, but they do have many other characteristics of support. Jackie,
who does not attend games because of her health, described herself as “more a fan of the
club’s fans,” and has given up her time to get involved in the administration of the Supporters
Club:
“It brings fans together and is a focal point for them to gather socially...It’s like a
family. There is always someone looking out for you and for me it’s a better place to
enjoy games” (Jackie).
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Social devotees support the team both through traditional ways such as match attendance and
in non traditional ways such as internet forums which can also provide a close-knit virtual
community (Kozinets 1999; Bagozzi and Dholakia 2002):
“The togetherness comes through even on [the club website]. I am there talking to fans
24/7 and I think there’s a real community feel out there” (Matty).
Thomas suggests that when in need of club related information, his trump card would be to
contact a fellow supporter, stressing the power of relationships with other supporters. Another
indicates the impact of his social group:
“95% of my friends, excluding family, are [club] supporters. When I am working I
interact with …supporters even on my tea break” (Frank).
They are also proud to represent their team in the wider community outside of match day:
“When [the team] were on a run of 22 games without winning against [their
rivals]…,if we got beat I was always one of those people who still went out on a
Monday morning with a [club] top or scarf on” (Frank).
The club scarf serves as a tool for communicating values (Dionsio 2008). For social devotees,
knowledge and experience through following the club permits interaction with wider society:
Football provides great debate on Monday mornings; it’s a feel good factor talking
with fellow supporters about how well the team played. Added to that I always like to
remind the [rival supporters] how to do it properly (Tam).
This body of supporters forms relationships with others around them. Their attendance at
games can be limited but they make use of the internet and other media to engage with each
other socially. This differs from fans who may be constrained by factors such as lack of time
or money preventing their attendance. Their social integration is very much dependent on
how they construct and share their social experience. Their levels of integration vary due to
constraints on attendance but they do seek recognition for their support.
Casual Followers:
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Clare is content to go to the occasional game but she mainly follows the club through the
media. This behaviour is typical of the Casual Follower. They are defined as those who do
not attend regularly, and choose instead to keep abreast of results and information from a
distance:
“I don’t attend much, but downloaded an app for my phone so I can keep updated with
the scores.” (Clare)

Followers lack knowledge and experience compared to their more devoted counterparts,
forming only a loose relationship with other fans due to their lack of connections. This
finding is consistent with Mahoney et al (2000) in that less committed followers forget the
experience once it is over. Levels of social integration are less than those in other categories,
There is still a ‘felt’ connection with the club, but physical interaction can be replaced by a
preference for virtual relationships.

Family and Community Influences:
In addition to the above typology influences a number of fans attributed development of their
support to their family. For many, support for the club stretched back generations,
demonstrating a strong historical connection (Bradley 1998; Burdsey and Chappell 2001;
Kelly 2007):
“I have family links right to 1875 and the … Young Mens Society who
formed the club, right through every generation we have been…supporters,
no one with my family name can support anyone else”(Frank).
The father and son bond is well established in the sports marketing literature (Kolbe and
James 2000; de Groot and Robinson 2008; Jeanes and Magee 2011) but it is evident that
many go beyond simply supporting the team their father did, with a sense of belonging being
central (Donnelly and Young 1988; Crawford 2003):
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“I remember my dad telling me I owed my very existence to the club as he had taken a
day off work to go and watch them only to be fired for doing so. Through his new job he
met my mum”(Thomas).
For many the club is deeply embedded within the family, so that younger members can
progress over time to develop their support. At the matches attended by the researcher, there
was a real sense of a family atmosphere. The half time entertainment included families
contesting a penalty shoot out, with goals often greeted by a father picking his son up in the
air to celebrate, enabling him to observe the crowd reaction. The stadium also has a
designated family section with special ticket deals. Strong community and family influences
were reinforced (Melnick 1993; Carbaugh 1996; Bale 2000; Pons et al. 2006):
“The [family] area played a big part…I think supporting your local team is an
important trait in football, it unites families and the wider community” (Brian).
Two important implications arise from these findings. Firstly the development of new fans is
facilitated by existing supporters, especially through community and family influences.
Secondly there needs to be a desire from fans to progress their own support. One thirteen year
old supporter, Alex, described a defining moment when he knew he loved Hibs was when he
went on a bus trip without his parents to see the team play in Europe. He knew it was the
wrong thing to do from this parents’ perspective, but it was also the right thing to do from his
own perspective as a fan.
Discussion:
The identification of different fan orientations in these results can be compared to those
developed by Giulianotti (2002) where collective behavioural forms are constructed via team
and fellow supporter connections. His flaneur has no particular connection with a specific
club but expresses a desire to attend and be seen at important events. The level of football
attainment at the case stud y club does not really match the desire and conspicuous
consumption expressed by the flaneur, although occasionally the club may reach important
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cup finals. Given the football structure in Scotland it is unlikely in the foreseeable future that
the club will be a realistic challenger for winning the league and so is less likely to be an
attractive proposition for the flaneur. However, it did reach the 2012 Scottish cup final and
occasions such as this can attract such a supporter. The switching behaviour of the flaneur is
not deemed to be a major influence on attendance and attachment in Scottish football
consumption. Deeper cultural, historical and social factors discussed earlier in the paper have
more important roles.

The Followers identified by the research do not attend regularly, consume at a distance and
use technology to collect relevant information, although their interest dissipates over time.
Their behaviour begins to approach that identified by Kozinets (1999) through their use of
technology but the lower level of attachment means that they do not become part of a virtual
community with its associated attributes. Interest in the use of technology by followers does,
however, align to that of the flaneur but the reasons for its use are somewhat different. The
fan identified in this research is impacted less by social experience and expresses lower levels
of affinity with other supporters. Although individual lived experience is important, they are
affected more by the impact of a particular memory or incident where emotional state is
raised and endures over time. Their level of involvement is higher than the follower but less
than the supporter. This compares to Giulianotti’s fan who mirrors elements of consumer
behaviour in other situations so that, if the experience is not matched by expectations, the
individual concerned will seek out alternative consumption experiences. However, loyalty is
maintained if the experience matches or exceeds expectations and the likelihood of
consuming club products is enhanced.
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The attention of Giulianotti’s fan is on the club or on a specific player but the depth of the
relationship is looser than that expressed by supporters. The fan may wear club shirts in a
show of solidarity with the team and this collective display can often be located
internationaly throughout the fan base. In the case of fans at the case study club, it is more
likely that these fans are more local, athough the club does attract some international
attention. Giulianotti’s follower connects with particular players, managers and others
involved in the sport, even tracking player as they move from one club to another one.
Displays of solidarity can vary from thick to thin, depending on the strength of the
relationship. The degree of embeddedness between the follower and the club is less than that
of the supporter and the relationship is more practical than symbolic. This differs to the social
devotee found in this research where socialisation drives these individuals to become part of a
group. Rates of social influence are high and socialisation can be carried out equally at match
attendance and in social settings outside of the club.

There is certainly evidence of the working class supporter in this research, where traditional
values and local community associations still exist. Although the club has a wider audience
outside of the local area, most of its support is drawn from the community. The impact of this
type of support is much greater than any flaneur influence. Elements of the traditonal fan
identified by Critcher (1979) are also found in this research, aligning in part to the Supporter
where strong attachment to the club, participation in club membership activities and regular
match attendance are key attributes. The supporter can be viewed as representing the best
interests of the club from a fan perspective through particpatory democracy (Taylor 1971).
The topophilic relationship between supporter and the club’s core spaces (Bale 1994) is also
confirmed by this research.
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Much previous research refers to different categories of fans and this was incorporated in the
original model, the fan community spectrum (Figure 1), to show a more fluid movement
between fan types. As previously stated, one of the researchers has first hand knowledge of
Hibernian which also helped to derive the groups. The club is particularly family orientedhence, the addition of the Hibs Kids category. The club also runs a 12th man singing section
so this was included too. However, when showing fans this model and asking them to
identify where they saw themselves on the continuum, quite often the response was “well,
I’m not a professional fan and I’m too old to sing so I’m not a 12th man’ so I would be
devoted”. It was apparent that categories were being selected through the process of
elimination rather than because they actually represented actual characteristics. Respondents
seemed to be interpreting the terms too literally; for example those who could recognise that
they were probably in the ‘professional supporter’ category tended to dislike the term and that
‘professional’ suggests payment or a career and they didn’t view themselves as better than
others. Overall, our assessment of the spectrum was that it was being interpreted differently
by different people. Therefore the construction of the matrix (Figure 2) endeavoured to
introduce more accuracy. The horizontal axis indicates a fan’s increasing attachment or
loyalty to the team (Dick and Basu 1994; Bristow and Sebastian 2001; Tapp 2008; Bauer et
al. 2008), and the vertical axis denotes the degree of social integration, reflecting the time
supporters spend being socially active concerning their team (Giulianotti 1994; Bagozzi
2000; Pons et al. 2006). Initially, followers have limited social integration with fellow fans
and are less inclined to attend matches. They do have a level of interest and look out for
football results. Fans begin to get more attached to the team through attendance at matches
and gain more experience and knowledge as a result. However, lack of social integration may
affect their loyalty. Social Devotees increasingly look to ‘fit in,’ and attach themselves to a
group. They are driven to attend by those around them, with going to a football match being
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perceived as a day out experience. It can also involve watching the game on television in the
pub with friends. Supporters hold a strong attachment to their team and are highly socially
active, with a very dense network. They are deemed very traditional since they channel their
support through attending games. There was evidence of a high degree of dependancy from
followers, fans and social devotees on supporters. They are instrumental in the development
of new fans, and their status can have aspirational appeal to new fans. Supporters also rely on
other fans in the matrix in order to increase the level of support generally. Support was found
to be very much a fluid, lived experience (Van Mannen 1990; Nash 2000; Reid et al. 2005).
Following the data analysis, a definition of a supporter can be constructed:
A supporter is an individual who embarks upon lived experience, through developing a
loyal attachment to the team and fellow supporters around them. This individual
regularly attends games and offers finanical and any other form of support in the best
way they can, particularly when the club needs it most. They are an integral part of the
club, without whom the wider network of fans could not function. They express high
levels of social integration and identity through their commitment to the football family
(source: the authors).

Committed supporters exhibit high levels of social integration in their ‘family’, shaped by
their long term focus, heightened communication levels, their sense of unity in representing
the team and the community as a lived experience. As a result, they are the most committed
type of fan in that, once they reach this stage a virtuous circle effect applies. They become
involved in more forms of social integration than other types of fan, with continual social
affirmation of their identity, leading to even stronger social integration.
Conclusions and areas for future research:
The Supporter Matrix makes the following contributions: (1) it extends descriptions of
consumers of sport into more specific and distinctive niches; (2) it highlights the role of
social integration as a means of consumption; (3) it demonstrates that football consumption is
largely sequential, developed through experience, knowledge and social integration and (4) it
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provides a framework which identifies the main influences in football consumption. The
original typology (Figure 1) which was tested was found to be innacurate, although it
provided a useful starting point. The construction of the matrix containing casual followers,
fans, social devotees and committed supporters simplified the typology and connected more
clearly with the notion of a hierarchy of support. Future research should focus on the
motivations of group consumption; for example, understanding what stimulates families,
peers and supporter organisations. Another contribution concerns distinguishing supporters
from all other groups of consumers associated with a football team. This then removes the
difficulty of using fan and supporter terms interchangeably. The matrix can also provide the
structure for testing with other football teams and different sports.

The research investigated whether support followed a sequential path. It was found that
loyalty developed due to an accumulation of experience, knowledge and social integration.
Fans have the potential to progress from casual follower to fan to social devotee to committed
supporter. This could be tested further by carrying out longitudinal research through reinterviewing fans over a number of years. Furthermore, the impact of exposure to digital
media on the speed of a fan’s progression needs to be investigated in greater depth. Family
and community were vital in starting the loyalty process. It emerged that, as relationships
developed, social integration and unity amongst the support resulted in the most pride among
supporters. The desire to win and the quest for success was evident but had little direct
bearing on a supporter’s loyalty or feelings of pride. Whilst there is in-depth knowledge on
the factors impacting on team performance, the same depth must be mirrored in researching
social processes in future studies.
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The Supporter Matrix extends the work of Funk and James’ (2001) PCM model by adding a
social dimension. Parralels exist whereby the PCM model denotes a fan’s support progressing
through extrinsic and then intrinsic influences (Bénabou and Tirole 2003). This is reflected in
the data, which noted how external influences help to create a fan, before more personal
relationships impact on progression. The Matrix can be compared to Crawford’s (2003)
conceptualisation of support following a career path, where principles of fluidity and the
development of fans through processes are consistent. We continue to believe that supporters
develop because they are keen and motivated, not because they are on a mission to become
better than others. It should, however, be remembered that this is the context within the
Hibernian supporters’ community where those who invest greater support do aim to be top of
the hierarchy. However a distinction can be made when Hibs play other teams such as Heart
of Midlothian. Here the subculture and desire for distinction becomes apparent where Hibs
supporters try to outsing and show they are a better club and better fans than their rivals.
There is high motivation to be better than fans of opposing teams. Our research confirms
Kolbe and James (2000) in emphasising that football support is far more than an impulse and
that an individual is developed through significant others and social settings. Following this
research, it is expected that the social aspect of supporting a club will continue to develop in
importance (Decrop and Debraix 2010; Zagnoli and Radicchi 2010). Future research should
also focus on casual followers so that greater distinctions can be made between the categories
in the matrix. Football is a fast paced game and does not afford the opportunities to talk to
fans in the setting of the stadium itself, a technique used in baseball by Holt (1995). This was
an in-depth study of the situation surrounding one club. Whilst the case study approach has
offered insights that a broader approach may overlook, it means that wider validity of the
findings needs to be addressed in future studies across a number of clubs in a variety of
divisions. The club has been identified as family oriented, operating within the community.
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For a larger club with global appeal, influences and patterns of support and loyalty may be
different.
There are differences between the fans studied and fans of other types of clubs, including
larger, more internationally oriented ones. Hibs do not have the same exit barriers as other
clubs e.g. the stadium every week has around 8,000 empty seats. Therefore season ticket
holders can give up their season ticket and know that any week when they want to attend,
they can be guarenteed a seat, or even buy back their season ticket again. This can be
contrasted with Liverpool, for example, where if someone gave up their season ticket it could
be a very long wait until they acquired it again. With larger clubs, the form which social
integration takes can be different, e.g through television exposure and globalisation effects.
Sequential behaviour may not be the case either. This of course requires futher research. For
Hibernian who exist in a tight community, playing in such an uncompetitive league has
emphasised the social intergration aspect. Although the analysis carried out related to one
club, there are clearly implications for all football clubs, as well as the wider sporting
industry. The paper acknowledges the specific nature of the study and the potential
differences found at larger clubs with a wider fan base and more international outlook.
Efforts must be taken to understand the nature of the support and the levels of loyalty
exhibited by the fan base. Treating all supporters as a homogenous mass is not an effective
way to develop long term associations of loyalty. Acknowledging the role of the social world
and the fact that fans are capable of moving within a dynamic supporter matrix can help to
generate more effect longer term relationships between club and supporters. There are
opportunities for club marketing managers to make use of increasingly sophisticated direct
and database marketing techniques in the development of loyalty programmes, segmentation
strategies and the heightening of lifetime values of fans associated with a club (Tapp 2008).
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So, for example the matrix could be used strategically by marketing managers to tailor
specific loyalty programmes, offers and incentives for the four types. Committed supporters
are the lifeblood of the club but may also be viewed as a mechanism for delivering higher
levels of attachment in the less loyal casual follower. On-line documentary stories on the club
website concerning the committed supporter relationship with the club could be used to
stimulate higher levels of loyalty in the casual follower, while also facilitating the increased
attachment of the fan and social devotee. These stories could also appear in match day
programmes. If, however, the reltionship between club and each typology remain static, then
opportunities for developing loyalty are lost. Another marketing strategy should focus on
how to stimulate casual followers to become a fan or social devotee, with the expectation that
they may well become committed supporters over time.

Another area for future research is the role which service dominant logic plays in supporting
the idea of fan activity as a form of co-production (Lusch and Vargo 2006). Supporters, both
physical and virtual, are now able to collaborate and co-create value with producers within
their brand communities (Pongsakornrungslip and Schroeder 2011). This change in the
sources of value creation have recently been viewed as a paradigm shift where consumers
now create symbolic meaning and value through their consumption processes. This also
further implies the possibility of progression or regression along a fan career path and would
require longitudinal data collection in order to track behaviour changes over time. The strong
community dynamic found at the club has impacted in particular ways which may not
necessarily be seen at other clubs. Therefore, further research is required to access variations
in this impact over time and at clubs with different levels of support, from the local through
to the truly global level. The close club/community relationship identified in this research
goes some way to counter the ritual of fan resistance found elsewhere; for example, the
37

findings uncovered evidence of a willingness to buy up club shares to prevent a takeover. The
club recognises its own weaknesses and is actively working with its fan base to improve
relationships. It acknowledges the role of the community and therefore encourages the
development of a benevolent connection between itself and its supporter organisations in
working together to achieve common goals. This is evidence of collaboration and co-creation
between club management and its core fan base.
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FIGURE 1: COMMUNITY-FAN-SUPPORTER SPECTRUM
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Figure 3: Supporter matrix characteristics (source: the authors)
Social Devotee:
Looks to fit in
Seeks group attachment within a community
Football as day out experience at stadium,
pub or other venue
Craves social recognition and belonging
Supports team through match attendance and
on-line forums
Lower chance of acquiring and displaying
subcultural capital attributes

Committed Supporter:
Highly socially active
Dense network
Traditional match attendance
Followers, fans and social devotees depend
on supporter for inspiration and motivation
Catalyst behind creation of new fans
Relies on other groups to lend support
Support is lived experience involving
sacrifice, ritual, high levels of loyalty,
allegiance, fanaticism, religiosity and pride
Will actively use social media to heighten
their connection with the club and with other
supporters
Exhibit high levels of subcultural capital not
only through wearing of club shirts but also
through singing, chanting and feelings of
togetherness during match day and other
times of the week

Casual Follower:
Initial limited social integration
Less inclined to attend matches but interested
in the team and their performance
Lacks knowledge and experience
Loose connection with others
Less committed followers forget the
experience over time
Do not attend regularly
Consume at a distance
Use technology to collect information but do
not become part of virtual community
Exhibits some flaneur characteristics but has
different motives
No real possibility of exhibiting subcultural
capital characteristics

Fan:
Displays attachment to the team through
match attendance and conveys a degree of
subcultural capital through wearing of team
shirts, scarves etc.
Gains experience of the team over time
Impacted less socially
Expresses lower level of affinity with others
Although individual lived experience is
important, affected more by specific
memories and incidents
Differs to Giulianotti’s fan who switches
attention when dissatisfied by consumption
experience
May also use electronic media to follow the
team but level of intensity is less than the
committed supporter
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